LOOKBOOK

LOGLINE
When his despised father dies, a cynical New York writer returns to
his native Swiss village for the inheritance, but the atmosphere there
somehow loosens his grip on reality, forcing him against his will,
to become a better person.

A Feature film by Dan Thorens - 90 minutes - © 2020 - all right reserved
www.swissmademovie.website / info@clockwise1.com

With

Noémie SCHMIDT - Jean-Luc BORGEAT - Isabelle CAILLAT - Jonas SCHNEITER
Marie-Eve MUSY - Michael NEUENSCHWANDER - Manuela BIEDERMANN
Cédric IMWINKELRIED - Diana MEIERHANS

“What you don’t wish to know
about yourself eventually arrives
from the outside like a destiny".
An ALL Swiss cast

PITCH

- Carl Gustav Jung
(swiss philosopher)

SYNOPSIS
FRIDAY

LOUIS WEBER, a cynical New York writer urgently returns home to his native village in the Alpine Valais region to collect on his inheritance.
His father has just passed away, and it becomes quickly clear that there is no love lost: Arnold still blames him for the death of his mother, even beyond the
grave. Following a brief meeting at a notary's office, he learns he must wait until Monday to find out about the potential inheritance he views as "payback" for
what his father did 25 years ago. He winds up finding a room for the weekend at a local bed and breakfast.
SATURDAY

To kill time and relieve his own mental anguish, he decides to write a damaging new novel about the Swiss, inspired by the B&B owner’s smart yet eccentric
24-year-old daughter STEFI who is dying to escape the Valais. A RADIO SHOW called ‘There are no Swiss,’ plays at the Chalet, where the complexities and
contradictions of Swiss identity are debated and the country’s historic complexity humoristically lamented.
He spends the weekend sadistically poking at the psyches of his fellow boarders, exploiting their innermost conflicts and confidences to use as fodder for the
characters in his new novel. Stefi gradually warms to him, though he is too preoccupied to notice.
As he sinks deeper into this manipulative drama of his own creation, nightmares and daydreams begin to distort his reality.
SUNDAY

A snowstorm hits the town hard, causing two new guests take refuge for the night in the chalet: a father and son, both farmers. A power outage prompts all
seven guests to gather by the hearth, where Louis orchestrates clashes between them by drawing on his intimate knowledge of their differences and
weaknesses.
MONDAY

Early that morning, following the previous night’s madness and emotional intensity, Louis has an unexpected and meaningful exchange with the two farmers.
He learns the truth his father kept about his mother’s death was to protect him. He’s able to confront his past in the presence of the two simple
mountaineers. His redemption transforms his life.

Title & Theme

I chose SWISS MADE because it is a symbol of quality and durability, but it also refers to the notion that we have all been "made" somewhere and
that inexorably, our emotional destiny seems connected to it. The "i" of SWISS and the "d" of MADE summarizes the theme of the film: the ID. It is
the film’s true intent, this quest or attachment to some form of identity most of us need to have.
The ID is also part of Freud's structural model of the psyche.
The subject is serious and touches me on a personal level: it is a father and son failed relationship.
Several sequences of nightmares ala David Lynch, mark each day of this long weekend, helping the audience understand how the American
undergoes his painful past. The story plays out on two formal levels: ONE narrative unfolding in a very pragmatic way, resembling the Swiss’
inclination to remain close to reality;
the SECOND making incursions into the legend, the mystic, the unknown, which adds an unsuspected depth to the film.

THE CAST (CONFIRMED)
All of them Swiss and bilingual, the actors feel connected to the film. Noémie Schmidt's agent immediately put us in touch after reading the script. This very talented
Valaisan actress has played in many international co-productions and is an up and coming film star. Though she retains the values of integrity and discreteness that are
the pillars of the swiss mentality.
These actors I met and auditioned prior to writing the script and they helped shape it. THis is a modern way of creating projects and is definitely effective.
By the same token, I discovered the pool of talents existing in Switzerland and that are largely unknown due to a lack of existing film market.
The links below the individual actor’s photo below lead to their interviews.

Noémie Schmidt (Stefi)
"Stefi, my character, was born in the Valais
like me and I wanted, like her, to run away
from it. I think it's interesting to hear several
languages in a Swiss film because it is part of
our DNA. I like the energy that Dan puts in the
project and he really loves Switzerland as
much as he wants to shake it up."

LINK to interview

Jonas Schneiter (Radio Host)
"I find that Swiss Made grasps quite subtly with which
characters, in which situations, one can show, in the
most obvious way, the Swiss culture with its
contradictions and its evidences."

LINK to interview

‘I think it's an important film that
has a ‘raison d’etre’ especially in the
current world context where minds
clash. It is a story that can generate
debates and show the beauty of
cultural diversity and the risks of its
non acceptance. More importantly,
it's a funny movie. The story and the
subject are original. I love comedy. I
find very interesting witnessing
these people, all swiss, all stuck in
this B&B, getting into more or less
absurd conflicts in connection with
their specific origins in the country.
There is a real love of the characters,
their past and the way they interact.
You have to aim at at an audience
and this film does and they will get
hooked to it. Otherwise making a
film does not make sense.’

Isabelle CAILLAT(Sophie)
LINK to interview

Michael Neuenschwander (Heinrich)
""I found this script very different from everything I've read so far. It was
a lot of fun to read. Heinrich's character speaks to me a lot because I
have people like that around me, and I see exactly where the director is
coming from. "

LINK to interview

Manuela Biedermann (Marianne)
As a swiss-german living in Bienne (a bi-cultural city) I
must say that the mix German-Romand mix in Swiss
Made is very appropriate because here, for instance,
we often juggle these identity concerns in a rather
natural way. Conflicts, however, are just around the
corner. The workshop I attended in 2014 with the
director was for me a source of great joy of expression
and exploration of the character of Marianne. I am
delighted to be part of this adventure. "

LINK to showreel

Jean-Luc BORGEAT (Armand)

"The director, screenwriter Dan Thorens has this ability to have a critical, dialectical eye, which also leaves the viewer enough info to start forming a
point of view, and a margin of thought large enough to forge his/her own opinion.”

LINK to interview

There can be
no transforming
of darkness into light
and
of apathy into movement
without emotion.
- Carl Jung (swiss philosopher)

www.swissmademovie.site

Marie-Eve Musy (Gisela)
"You find many of the swiss clichés In the
scenario yet also the true values of Switzerland
and it encompasses all the linguistic regions
with the cultural differences that this entails.
There are quite a few self-critics on Switzerland
and we laugh at ourselves. These critics and
reproaches however, are never wicked. There is
a benevolent look towards Switzerland and
even if there is a criticism and some funny stuff
about the Swiss anecdotes, it is always with a
kind of love for the country. There is a lot of
nostalgia in the story, as reported by this
American who returns to the country where he
grew up during his early years and in the end,
he realizes how much he missed his country.”

LINK to interview

Cédric IMWINKELRIED (Philippe)
"I’ve been waiting for a long time for a story like that and a chance at
defending a character that I feel very close to. Growing up in Yverdon,
on the french-romand side but near the germanic one, I’ve had the
opportunity to often deal with the ‘roestigraben’ effect in the
relationships between people and Swiss Made hits it on the head.
The swiss come from the ‘soil’. We are discreet, often boring. We are
patient, often slow. We are conservative but aspire for change. All
these paradoxes and contradictions are a reality here. But it’s great to
see an exterior yet benevolent eye on the country as a whole and
people no doubt, will feel what it’s like to be swiss when they’ll come
out of the theater. My kind of adventure.”

LINK to demo reel

Diana Meierhans (Adelaide)
"At first I laughed a lot after reading the
script. It showed so well how we are here in
Switzerland, the accents and all these notions
of identity. I feel very strongly that the French
part is very different from germanic and
italian. I love the director's way of working
'with' the actors, without simply telling them
"this is what you have to do", "that's your
character." It is a real exchange and he asks a
lot from us as actors."

LINK to interview

THE BED & BREAKFAST CHALET
Most of the action takes place in this B & B, where elements of a simple but complex puzzle of characters from all over Switzerland come
together. Situating the plot in the Valais was a purely strategic choice. Mentalities clash, languages and accents are confronted to each other.
English comes imposed by the arrival of an American who has not come to ski or discover the beauty of the landscape.

Noam (35)

NATURAL HUMOR

A lively and vital humor literally "sits" on the story’s drama. The various accents when speaking English or French define each character’s
origin and communicates the complex, sometimes ambiguous, relationships typical of this country and their capacity for self-deprecation.
Their cultural misunderstandings sometimes become hilarious as SWISS MADE slowly but surely becomes SWISS 'MAD'.

unspoken emotions,
every family has them,
but oftentimes,
no one ever
talks about them.

www.swissmademovie.website

DIRECTOR’s INTENT
It is way past time.
Time to push the debate outside a "comfort zone" that keeps us in the status quo. Switzerland is a compromised status quo.
Forget Switzerland. Let’s use the American analogy, which has, since 2017, launched the cultural habit of mixing facts
with fiction. The result is a nationalistic, extremist sense of identity, homophobic and mysogynisitic : the loss of cultural and ethical values.
The divisions this generates are real, profound, often incompatible within a reasonable society.
Clashes finally ensue after someone captures on videotape the assault on minorities, women or gay folks, that more often than not, end up dead .
How many other crimes against people of color or homosexuals go unnoticed?
Divisions in Switzerland also exist, but the culture of compromise and respect prevail. Theoretically at least.
Enmities are maintained and tolerated but, together, they allow this country to be one of the most stable on the planet.
So that’s reality.
Carl Jung - world known Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst - also acknowledges the question of the interplay between the “here” and the “hereafter.” We live in a specific
world which has helped to shape our minds and establish our basic psychic conditions. According to him the way to communicate with the other side is with the aid of hints
sent to us from the unconscious—in dreams, for example. Louis’ whole journey is shaped by the 3 dreams he will have once back on Swiss soil. He is consumed by a contempt
for a father and a country he has left 25 years ago and for which he still holds an extremist grudge.
The oppressed and oppressive identity of extremism produces ignorance and can, for a yes or a no, switch everything from bad to worst. Swiss Made follows a man’s universal
story to reconnect with his soul by disconnecting with a stubborn ego and distorted sense of self. Through this discovery, a healthy form of identity emerges overcoming his
endless spiral into negativity. As Louis learns to follow the clues life bestows upon him that fateful weekend, it alters his whole future. The choice remains our own.

- but Swiss Made is also funny The stories we choose to tell, largely depend on how we relate them. There is a humor that hides in everyday events, often in the most banal
situations and accents. Humor transcends the banal, in the likes of a Woody Allen, James Thurber or Thomas Vinterberg.

WHO
DIRECTOR - WRITER

Dan Thorens
A self made Canadian Swiss Filmmaker, Screenwriter, Producer and Actor.
Worked with Jérôme Savary, Roland Topor, Andreas Voutsinas and Jean Luc Godard…
From an actor’s background, I move into different genres with ease.
Directed Theater in Paris and New York.
Founded CW1 Films in New York City.
Produced, directed and hosted two documentary series in English, both shot in France.
A humanitarian doc on Haitian street children association, as well as a host of shorts films.
Close ties with LEGACY PICTURES producers in NY and LA.
Merrily co--wrote 5 very different worthwhile feature length films scripts.
From personal inner journeys to fighting your way across the land of the undead,
it’s all about compelling storytelling.
Majored in Psychology at the Geneva University. Fluent in French.
"Swiss Made" is a journey I feel personally attached to.

(REEL)
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Technical info

Rémy Boileau
Dan Thorens

Title

SWISS MADE (Tragi-comédie)

Personnages

15

Longueur

1 hr 40 min (100 min)

Format de Production
Aspect Ratio

HD
2.35 : 1

Langue

Anglais (60%) / Francais (38%) / Portugais (2%)

Productions

CW1 Films (NY-US) - Legacy Pictures (Distribution US)

Budget estimé

1’500’000 CHF

Directed by

Dan Thorens

Written by

Dan Thorens

Location

Valais, Suisse

Music

Anastasia Roupakia / Olivier Grandjean / Vincent Gillioz

WEBSITE
CW1 films

●
●
●

●

Carnage

●

It's Only the End of the World

●

August: Osage County

by Polanski

BECOME A PRODUCER
BUDGET :
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info@clockwise1.com
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by Xavier Dolan

- by John Wells
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WHY INVEST IN THIS MOVIE?
CURRENT MARKET TRENDS
Currently there are three channels or sales markets and distribution of films, depending on the
audience or spectator who want to be led. Each channel or essences market has its own sales,
marketing their own demands and their own costs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The 25 - 55 demographic is a wide and growing movie going age group
Mature audiences recognise quality stories and rounded characters
Mature audiences want something different from the blockbuster Hollywood recipe
It’s a character driven piece with a universal theme that also has a wide audience
Mature audiences will reflect on their youth and the youth will reflect upon their elders
Mature audiences have a disposable income and more time to attend screenings
Mature audience want films that speak to them
One third of Hollywood films are made with an eye on mature audiences
Numerous streaming platforms now offer a niche access to international independent films
Market Independent, low-budget features with different distribution channels, can give a high profit
online, via a presence on international festivals

For full treatment and budget breakdown, please contact us at : info@clockwise1.com

WEBSITE : www.swissmademovie.site
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SWISS MADE

We are what we are and life surprises us.

